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32. Construction of Integral Basis. III

By KSsaku OKUTSU
Department of Mathematics, Gakushuin University

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., March 12, 1982)

Let o be a complete discrete valuation ring with the maximal
ideal p-uo, k its quotient field, f(x) a monic irreducible separable
polynomial in o[x] with degree n and a root of f(x) in an algebraic
closure k of k. In Part II, we have defined primitive divisor poly-
nomials (p.d.p.) f(x), f(x), ..., f(x)o , by means of which we have
given an integral basis of K--k(O) explicitly. We have denoted the
degree of f(x) by m(O, k) (i=l,...,r). As we consider o, k, f(x),
and 6 as fixed in this part, we shall write simply m for m(O, k). We
know mr-1, mo--n, and m m_ (i--1, ..., r).

Now we shall give a construction of these p.d.p, f(x), i-1, ..., r.
We begin with "last p.d.p." f(x) of degree 1, and proceed retro-

gressively" We shall obtain f_(x) from f(x), f_(x), ., f(x). f(x)
can be obtained as ollows.

We fix a complete set of representatives V of modp. By
Hensel’s lemma there exists a unique polynomial g(x) in o[x] with
coefficients in V which is irreducible mod p and f(x)--g(x) mod p where
s--degf/deg h. g(x) will be called the irreducible component of f(x)
mod p. If its degree is greater than 1, then any monic polynomial
with degree 1, or example x, is a last p.d.p. If g(x) is linear, put
g(x)= x co (Co e V). It is clear that ord, ( Co) (ord, (f(c0)))/n.
When nord,(f(c0)), X-Co is a last p.d.p. When n lord,(f(Co)), put
Fo(x)--f(x), tl-(ord (Fo(co)))/n, and F(x)==o ((Fi(Co))/i
Then F(x) is shown to be a monic polynomial in o[x].

Let gl(x) be the irreducible component of F(x) mod p. I deg g(x)
1, then X-Co is a last p.d.p. If g(x) is linear and equal to x-c,
then consider (ord(F(c)))/n=t. If t. e N, then x-(co+ClO is a
last p.d.p. If t. e N, then we define F.(x) from F(X) just as we have
defined F(x) from Fo(x). We may obtain a last p.d.p, of the form
x-(Co+C’+c.=’/), or we should continue further in the same way.
This procedure ends after a finite number of steps.

Let a. be a root of f(x) in and let e, f be the ramification index,
the residue class degree of the extension k(a)over k (i=0, 1, ..., r).
We fix i (l<igr), and assume that f(x), f/l(X), ..., f(x) are already
obtained. Then the following propositions give e_, f_, and finally
the theorem will determine f_(x).
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Proposition 1. We put l,/t,=ord,(f,(O)) where l,, t, are natural
numbers such that (l,, t,)-I for i=1,.,., r-l, and for i-r when
ord, (f(O))>O. If ord,(f(0))-0, we put/=0, t-l. Then e,_ coin-
cides with the least common multiple of t,, t,+, ..., t (l_i_r).

Now let m be any integer such that l_m<n. We put H,,(x)
=f,(x) -,=,+f(x)q() where l=[m/m,], and g(m) (]=1, ...,r) are
integers defined in Theorem 1 o Part II, satisfying O_q,(m)<m_
/m (]--1, ..., r) and m=,= q(m)m. Then the degree of H,,(x) is
equal to m.

Proposition 2. The notations being as above, we put l,,

=ord (H,(O)), and S={m(O_mn) [/,=[/,]} (l_i_r). Then the
residue class degree f_ of the extension k(a_) over k is equal
to the dimension of the vector space over / generated by the set
{(H,(O)/,,) rood lm e S} where is the maximal ideal o. (An
algorithm can be given to compute this dimension from f(x).)

We put S={me {0,1,...,n-1}l/,-[/,]=t/e_} (t=0,1, ...,
e_-l). Then we haveS for any i (l_i_r), and t (O_te_),

(direct sum). Nwand we have {0, 1, ., n- 1} =So US U U S,_,_
we will define a sequence {F,_,(x)}=o,,... of monic polynomials with
degree m,_ as follows. We put F,_,o(X)=f,(x) where d,=m,_/m,, nd
put A,_,0=ord(F,_,0(O)). Assume F,_,_(x) has been defined. Then
we put A,_,_=ord (F,_,_(O)). For any m (l<_mm,_), let H,,(x)
---I-I=if(x)q*(m) and /,,-ord (H,,(O)) as above. First we assume
that next two conditions (i), (ii) are satisfied.

(i) A,_,_- [A,_,_,]= t for some t e N (0_<te,_).
ei_

(ii) (H,o(O) )-(F_oi,_=(0__))mod is contained in the vector

space over o/p generated by the set

{(H’(O) )-(H,(O))mod]meS and 0<m<m }:[,o3 [,3

where mo is some element of S such that O_mom_.
In this case we define

F_,(x)-F_,_(x)- , a,u-.--’:’H(x)
O<m<m-

where a (me S, 0<_mm_) are elements of V(o) which are
uniquely determined by the condition"

(H,0(0))-(F_, _,(t0 H 0(0))-(. H (0)) (mod ).
0<m<m-I

When one of the above conditions (i), (ii) is not satisfied, we put
F_,(x)-F_,_(x).
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Theorem 1. The notations being as above, there exists some
natural number s such that F_,(x)=F_,,/(x). For this s, F_,,(x)
is an (i-1)-th primitive divisor polynomial of over k.

In Part IV we will give an explicit formula or an integral basis
when is a principal ideal domain.
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